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TAGSAM Telemetry  

NOTE: This is being replaced with the TAGFORCE data that is still being established with LM. 

KJW-2018 

 

Spacecraft Telemetry Stream for Touch and Go (TAG) 

 

Data Product Overview 

Data from the spacecraft (S/C) subsystems that can be taken during the critical part of the Touch 

and Go (TAG) sequence will aid the validation of the sampling sequence by comparison with 

expected results from the nominal sequence.  If the TAG sequence is unsuccessful, these data 

can be used in conjunction with science measurements to help identify the root cause(s) of 

problems encountered, and thereby help aid the determination of remedial actions in subsequent 

sampling attempts.  In addition, the telemetered engineering data can provide highly valuable 

information on the physical nature of the asteroidal surface. 

 

Overview 

     Data Types 

The components of the engineering data stream relevant to TAG is comprised of measurements 

associated with the various S/C subsystems, including the following :   Guidance, Navigation and 

Control (GN&C), Mechanisms, Thermal control, and Telecommunications.  For engineering 

housekeeping functions to monitor the health and safety of the spacecraft, these and other 

subsystem units will have their output data selectively combined into a continuous stream to 

provide the minimal quantity of data necessary to provide spacecraft housekeeping and safety 

data.   

 

     Data Rates 

At times, the telecommunications rate back to Earth will be as low as 40 bit/second (bps), and 

during the TAG sequence this is the only rate that will be available.  For a high-criticality time 

period such as TAG sampling, a much higher sampling rate is required.  These data can be stored 

onboard, and then downlinked after the sequence has completed.  It is the purpose of this 

document to identify the desired data from the standpoint of the TAG sampling event. 

 

Measurements Made, Scale, and Observations 

     The measurements, source, scale, pointing, and observation frequency are delineated in Table 

1.  The following components and sensors are relevant to evaluation of TAG sampling success. 

 

Miniature Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 

   This unit provides outputs of acceleration and angular rates as monitored near the center of 

gravity of the spacecraft. 

   Accelerometers 

Three accelerometers are arrayed geometrically to monitor accelerations along the X, Y, and Z 

axes (spacecraft-relative).  Their sensitivity is as low as ~10 micro-gee (0.1 mm/s^2) as observed 

during Mars aerobraking passes.  Sensing deceleration will be one of the two key measurements 

for detecting contact with the surface and triggering gas release for sampliing.   



The magnitude of the deceleration and the shape of the pulse during touchdown can be analyzed 

to determine the penetrability of the surface as a function of depth, and with laboratory studies 

could eventually result in estimates of compressive strength of regolith material.  Combining 

data from all three accelerometers can provide information on the angle of contact with the 

surface, the conformation of the TAGSAM head with the local slope, and the dynamics of the 

interaction. 

   Gyroscopic Sensors 

Three gyroscopes are arrayed similarly to the accelerometers, with sensitivity to as given in 

Table 1.  These data can be used to infer the resistance of the surface as the TAGSAM head 

contacts the surface at a non-zero angle of attack.   

SARA Mechanisms 

These consist of the sampling arm stepper motors, angle-position potentiometers, and the pogo 

switch.  Arm orientation and attitude state are commanded by motor steps relative to hard-stop 

zero positions, with coarse verification by analog potentiometer readouts.  Dual-redundant pogo 

switches verify if the arm spring has been compressed during the TAG event, which will happen 

if the resistance of the regolith exceeds the spring force (nominally, 54 N).  These measurements 

are effectively discrete binary states. 

 

Thermal Control and Monitoring 

Temperature sensors for the spacecraft are populated at strategic points (not yet selected) for 

thermal control and general monitoring to validate the S/C Thermal Model for propagation to 

other locations. 

Star Camera 

This system may not be enabled during the TAG sequence (under review).  If it is operating, it 

will generate pointing direction via the quaternion for spacecraft attitude.  Through continuous 

readout, it will be possible to reconstruct any changes in S/C attitude during the Touch 

dynamics.  This will provide additional evidence, although with significantly less sensitivity, to 

the compressive strength of the surface as well as to possible effects of obstacles interacting with 

the sampling arm.   

 

Flash Lidar 

This unit, a part of the GN&C system, will obtain range and some topographic profile 

information during the approach to the surface, starting at a maximum distance of 1,000 

meters.  Although this unit is not guaranteed to sense the topography of the exact touchdown 

point because of being off-pointed relative to the possible directions of lateral drift of the S/C 

during the approach, it can give general information on the topographic variability as well as 

document the final approach velocity. 

 

Table 1.  Telemetry Data Streams Relevant to TAG and TAG Success [to be updated] 



 
Note:  The IMU Outputs may be segregated to a dedicated ApID, with 200 Hz readout rate. 

 

When Scheduled in the DRM 

These measurements are made during the TAG Sequence, with strong emphasis on the time 

period between Match Point and that point at which the Back-Away portion has ceased 

interaction with the surface and any backscattered material, approximately TBD minutes after 

initiation of back-away engine thrusting. 

 

Latency in Production of Data Product 

This is part of the engineering data stream, but the recorded engineering data portions will be 

downlinked at high priority, within telecommunication limits which depend on spacecraft 

attitude, range to Earth, and other factors.  Currently, it is planned for this downlink over the 

HGA (High Gain Antenna) to occur 12 hours post-sampling.  Once the data are received by the 

DSN, the latency is very minimal as these data will be converted in real time to engineering units 

for display on Mission Operations consoles in the Mission Support Area (MSA) and available for 

data queries. 

 

Use of these Data Products 

These data are applicable to the evaluation of sampling success, especially if subsequent 

observations such as imaging of the TAGSAM Head and measurement of collected mass 

indicate unsuccessful sampling of the required amount of material.  Although not the primary 

purpose, these results will also be of significant interest to long-term science analysis because 



they provide important parameters of reaction of the surface material to the probing by the Head 

and hence evaluation of many characteristics of the surface (bearing strength, cohesion, etc.) that 

cannot be obtained simply by remote sensing observations. 

 

DataProduct Structure and Organization 

     Structure of the Data Product 

These data will be in the form of standard Application ID (ApID) Telemetry Files used by the 

MSA and other missions.  These will be written, as appropriate, to facilitate implementation and 

access to relevant telemetry data by authorized members of the  SPOC and Science Team. This 

effort will begin in late 2013, and be formalized by approximately mid-2014, via definition of 

the Telemetry Data Dictionary (TDD). 

 

     Organization of the Products 

The number of files will depend on data collection, transmission, and other factors, but will 

constitute a continuous data stream that encompases the entire TAG phase of the mission. 

 

Data Product Format Descriptions 

     Header Information (metadata) 

All data will be time tagged, with the primary unit of SCLK (spacecraft clock time), in 

decimalized seconds.  This is also convertible to UTC (Universal Time), both for time of data 

collection on the spacecraft and for Earth Receipt Time from transmission from the 

spacecraft.  Instrument and/or unit identifications will be included. 

 

     Detailed Description of Data Format 

All data is available in ASCII as exported *.TXT files. 

These data are provided in an as-received engineering stream, but can be partitioned into 

separate cumulative time streams for each instrument.  Upon request by authorized operations 

personnel, including SPOC and designated science team members, these separated instrument-

specific streams can be exported as individual ASCII files, using Tab-delimited format to add 

import into various software programs, including spreadsheets. 

Displays of these data are available on engineering monitors in the MSA, or can be displayed by 

users with other software.  Query software is standard for extracting these data using ASIST 

(Advanced System Integration and System Test).   

 

Data Product Generation 

     How / Who Generates the Data 

The input product is the telemetry stream as transferred from the DSN to the MSA.  No inputs 

are required from the Science Team.  The format of the data stream is standard NASA 

Packetized Data (CCSDS compliant). 

 

     Calibration and Algorithms Required 

Calibration factors, parametric curves, and any necessary algorithms to convert data bits to 

engineering units for the various sensors are the responsibility of the Spacecraft Engineering 

Team and the MSA. 



 

     Science Team Interface 

The Science Team Member who is assigned responsibility for interfacing with the primary data 

and producing any further products is the Lead of the TAGSAMWG (TAGSAM Working 

Group), Benton Clark. 

 

     Will Multiple Versions be Produced 

Yes, in terms of refinements and correlation with SPICE kernals which are subject to update.  No 

changes to calibration curves are anticipated unless changes in measurement performance are 

noted, possibly due to the unusual environment of the asteroid surface and the interaction of the 

spacecraft with it.  All updated versions will be clearly identified with respect to revision 

identification, date of revision, and reference to a log of revisions with ancillary information such 

as purpose, etc.  The cadence of delivery of these multiple versions is determined by the cadence 

of SPICE updates. 

 

Data Product Validation 

     How will the product be vetted 

These data, and the processing of their data streams will be tested repeatedly, starting with the 

STL (Sequence Test Laboratory) and SoftSim-generated sequences.  The Test portion of ATLO 

(Assembly, Test and Launch Operations) will be the first opportunity for spacecraft-generated 

data streams, followed by and then continuing into Cruise operations and ORT’s (Operational 

Readiness Tests).  During ATLO, the TAGSAM cannot be fully operated, but all sensors will at 

one time or another be exercised, including IMU readouts, switch activations, temperature 

measurements, and functional performance verification of Star Trackers and Flash Lidar units. 

   These tests will include verification of the build of the engineering data stream product, as well 

as the capabilities to decode the data, apply calibration curves, query the results, and post-

process for more sophisticated analysis. 

 

Data Flow 

     Data Flow Diagrams 

The flow path is from DSN to the Front-End Data System (FEDS), including storage on MSA 

workstations, and thence in response to ASIST Queries by MSA discipline specialists, SPOC 

operations, and Science Team members. 

 

[reserved for Fig. 1] 

Fig. 1.  Data Flow Diagram for access and processing of OSIRIS-REx telemetry data. 

 

     Size of Data Products 

Data product is small for most measurements, as indicated in Table 1.  However, the IMU output 

is commandable to high-rate measurements, and the data size will scale with the commanded rate 

and the amount of these data which will be sent to the downlink queue.  Flash Lidar data can also 

be voluminous, but current plans are for only portions of these data to be used in onboard 

autonomous decisions (triggers), and storage is currently under evaluation. 

 



     Time Spans 

These data span the entirety of the TAG Sequence and return to a distance beyond which 

interaction with the asteroid occurs.  This data product is produced and downlinked at first 

available opportunity at maximum priority because it includes data essential for evaluating health 

and safety of the spacecraft. 

 

Standards Used to Generate Data Product 

Spacecraft time is correlated to UTC by comparisons with ground time and periodic 

updating.  The coordinate system will be the spacecraft-centric standard system for OSIRIS-REx 

and also the asteroid coordinate system(s) anchored to the Center of Figure for Bennu.   

Data Storage will be accomplished on MSA Workstations and on computers used by the Query 

customers, including SPOC and Science Team Members.  The primary resource for data will 

remain with the MSA. 

 

 

 


